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This concise version of Therese Cannon's highly acclaimed and successful textbook provides

authoritative, concise coverage of ethical principles from the perspective of the practicing paralegal.

Perfect for use in shorter courses or in substantive courses where ethics is introduced, this text

delivers: current coverage of all the major areas of legal ethics, placing special emphasis on how

the rules affect paralegals an authoritative presentation combined with clear and readable pedagogy

each chapter begins with an overview, followed by well-written text in a well-organized format. Key

terms are introduced in italics, and marginal definitions help students with terminology. Review

questions, hypotheticals, and discussion questions and projects reinforce the material useful

appendices that provide the text of relevant ethical codes. The Fourth Edition, thoroughly updated

and polished, features:updated and new rules, cases, and narrative an exciting new section on

assignments and research projects more hypotheticals in discussion questions changes in ABA

Model Rules new cases in UPL, confidentiality, and conflicts Written by the highly respected legal

educator, Therese Cannon, this succinct, reliable text is the ideal tool for teaching students about

paralegal ethics in the real world.
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The book content is helpful for the course I'm taking in Paralegal studies-Introduction to Legal

Assistant ethics, this is an introductory class so the book provides good info on ethics. professional

conduct, etc. I recommend the book for students of paralegal studies in first or 2nd semester.

Was needed for my college Ethics course. The book did its job and arrived in great condition

Had to purchase this book for my paralegal courses. It was a lot smaller and thinner than I expected

it to be, but still provides some helpful information

The seller advertised the book as like new and without marking inside... Like new fit well because it

looks like his/her dog bit off a corner of the covr. Also inside EVERY chapter had numerous sections

highlighted. ALTHOUGH, the book didn't match the description; the highlighting was helpful and for

less than $2.00 to purchase I can deal with a corner missing from the cover. Therefore, I gave a

rating of 4 out of 5 stars because the book was not exactly as described. BUT, the highlighting was

helpful and i couldn't beat the price with a stick. Also, the book arrived promptly and exactly when I

was told it would. Maybe Im being a little critical of the seller's description but I am being honest.

About what I expected.

beware this is the much earlier third edition and the laws have changed a lot. I recommend buying

the most current book.

EXCELLENT.

The textbook condition was described as being very good. I am very pleased with its condition,

especially since the book has the CD in the back.
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